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God had set high expectations for a happy and trustworthy community. The Puritans were being treated
lamentably in Europe, but they still stood up for religious liberation. Puritanism is one of the most important
aspects of the American culture. Looking into these differences there is a definite reason why they choose the
path they did. An idealistic generation of the Colonial Cycle, the Puritans came to America seeking freedom,
to practice religion in a manner different than that of the English. Morgan's The Puritan Family displays a
multifaceted view of the various aspects of Puritan life. Although he never attended theology school, he
became one of the most popular preachers in London at the age of  They were trying to separate from the
thought to be corrupt Church of England in the seventeenth century. More commonly known as the pilgrims,
the Puritans are a group of very strict, religious persons. Puritans held very strong beliefs on the way they
lived their life This led to the prosecution of the Puritans and Christians. They wrote of irresistible grace, the
natural depravity existing in all of man kind, and predestination for those among the unconditionally elect.
Yet, despite this inevitability, individuals strive for perfection only to reveal and witness imperfections. It was
a hard time, because of the bad crops and diseases. This anger is not out of hate, but it is out of mothers deep
feeling of suffering because of her dear son. Yet another reoccurring theme in the writings of the puritans was
irresistible grace. Many of the things that they implemented in the first colonies are still seen today in the
social and governmental structures of the United States. Their goal was to make a society in every way
connected to god. The fourth, Jonathan Edwards wrote a sermon in an attempt to scare followers in to the
more strict puritans ways of past in an attempt to save the religion. Their main purpose was to spread their
religious beliefs and to find land for economical reason. This disaster raised awareness of the potential dangers
that could arise from nuclear power plants. Nowadays, mystical beings are seen everywhere in media.
However, if a community did not live up to the expectations, God would destroy the community. Puritans
were instructed to frequently search through their souls for instances of which they had done evil doings. By
the time that the children were five, they were put to work, to contribute to the family. Religious beliefs were
definitely an underlying influence for their sense of entitlement; the Puritans left Europe because they were
being discriminated against for not being Anglican. The Puritan lifestyle attempted to achieve this unattainable
mission by setting strict morals upon the people of Salem, Massachusetts, however they struggled to do so. In
fact, the puritans did not see love as a good thing, but rather as an evil, a grim necessity, that is, they saw
physical love between a man and a woman, or sexuality and all it carries with it as such The new world in
America offered the Puritans this opportunity to be free from the Church of England and form their own
communities according to the way they viewed Christianity.


